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BLOW UP FOR A NONLINEAR DEGENERATE 
PARABOLIC EQUATION 
FILA M..FILO J., BRATISLAVA, Czechoslovakia 
It is well known that the existence or nonexistence of global solutions to the 
problem 
u{ = Au -f u
p xeQ9t>0 
u(x,t) = 0 * € d f t , t > 0 (1) 
tt(x,0) = U0(x) X e ft, 
with ft C RN bounded, up :== lup^u, p > 1 depends on the initial datum u0. 
Namely, there exist choices of initial data for which the corresponding solutions 
exist globally, and other choices for which the solutions break down by becoming 
unbounded in finite time. In the latter case, there exists a positive time tmaaf = 
tmax(uo) < oo such that the solution u(t,u0) of (1) exists on [0,tma*) , 
Urn ||u(<,u0)||Loo(n) = oo (2) 
and we shall say that the solution u blows up in finite time. See e.g. [1] and 
references therein . 
We give here a survey of some results from [3 - 9] , mainly as applied to the 
problem 
ut = Aum +up -au x e ft, t > 0 
u(r,t) = 0 i 6 f f i , t > 0 (3) 
u(z,0) = uQ(x), u™ G L°°(ft) n ^(ft) , 
where 0 < m < o o , a > 0 and 
p > max{l , m} . (4) 
Problems related to (3) have been extensively studied (see e.g. [14] and refer-
ences there), and it is known that the lack of regularity for m / 1 gives rise to 
certain mathematical difficulties. What concerns the global solvability for "small'' 
initial data and p,m satisfying (5) below, see [7]. 
Here we shall deal with the following three questions: 
(i) For which Uo's does blow up in finite time occur ? 
(it) How does /n|u(x,«;u0)|^dr behave, as t -> tmax , for g > 0 ? 
(Hi) Is blow up in infinite time possible ? 
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Before we state our results, let us introduce the notion of solution to Problem 
(3) and some notations. 
By a solution of Problem (3) on [0,T] we mean a function u G L°°(Q),Q = 
«x (0 ,T ) such that um € L~(0,T;]5rj(n)) , (u(m+1>/2), G L*(Q), satisfying 
f u(x,T)tl>(x,r)dx — f u0(x)rl)(x>0)dx = Jo Jn n(u$i - Vum V^ + (up - au)il>)dxdt . j 
for all 0 G .tHO,^; ffj(n)),* G L^Q) and almost all r G (0,T) . 
Let 
JM :=\( \Vt»(x)\2dx - -%- i |i-(x)|í-^>/-<ír + z Ju m + p JQ 






, . f l m l m 
p > m , k =min - , V - — — 
[2 m + XaJ m + p 
and Xa equals one if a > 0 and zero if a = 0 . 
Theorem 1[5]. Assume that 
> < £ ± | if^>3 (5) 
m N-2 v ' 
and let 
B := {IOG Hl(Q): .7(w) < d and K(w) < 0 }. 
Then d > 0 , B is invariant and tmnx(u0) < oo provided ug
1 G B . 
This theorem (for m = 1 and a = 0 it can be found in [12]) generalizes 
the previous blow up result from [2], which establishes blow up of u(t,u0) if 
•7(ucT) < 0, u0 # 0, a = 0. The main difficulty in the proof of our result is 
caused by the lack of regularity of the solutions. For m =- p , a similar result 
was established in [7]. 
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Theorem 2[8]. If 
q > ( p - m ) m a x j l , y | , (6) 
then 
IMMo)llL-(n) < c( l + ||tt0||L»(n)) (1+ sup / \u(x>3;u0)\
qdx J 
V o<*<.̂ n / 
for t € [0,<max) and some positive constants c,tr which depend only on m,p,q,£l. 
As an immediate consequence we obtain, that 
limsup / \u(x>t;uo)\9dx = oo 
Mmax JO 
provided (6) holds and tmax < oo . 
The last statement was again previously known for m=l, see [13]. The condi-
tion (6) is optimal for m = 1 , N > 1, see [10]. 
For an analogous recent result concerning a problem which includes 
Ui = Au x€Sl,t>0 
du 
— = up-au x€dSlyt>0 (7) av 
u(x,0) = u0(x). 
see [9]. 
Theorem 3[3]. Let (5) hold and let u(t, u0) be a global solution (tmtx(u0) = 
oo) of Problem (3). Then 
sup||ttm(^u0)||;yi(n) < oo , sup||tt(*,u0)||L<»(n) < oo . 
<>0 ° *>0 
This theorem generalizes in several directions the corresponding result in [11]. 
The restriction (5) is optimal, see [11]. For an analogous result concerning Prob-
lem (7) see [4]. 
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